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Yoono is a powerful but easy to use sidebar for Firefox. Yoono helps you simplify your online social life by

connecting you to Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, Flickr, Friendfeed, AIM, Yahoo IM and more...all in one

place. Yoono is also the easiest way to share stuff with all your social networks - share links, images and

video from the page you're viewing across all your networks simultaneously. Yoono also includes a
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Discovery widget that helps you discover great new websites, products, and videos and then easily share

them with your friends. STAY CONNECTED * Connect to all your social networks and never miss another

status update from friends or family. You're connected wherever you are on the web. * Update your status

across all your social networks at the same time. * All your IM services right in your browser sidebar to

easily chat while your surf the web - no more logging on to multiple services. SHARE WITH FRIENDS *

Easily share links, images, and video from the page you are viewing with all your social networks at the

same time. * Share in your IM conversations by dragging and dropping links, images and video from the

page you are viewing * It's a single, dead simple way to share anything from anywhere you are on the

web. DISCOVER COOL STUFF * Discover recommended websites, videos, images, products and more -

all related to the site you are viewing - in the Discovery widget. * Highlight words in the web page yourself

to discover related Google search results, Wikipedia entries, videos, and more. * Yoono also highlights

keywords in the web page you're viewing for quick access to Discoveries NEW IN YOONO 6.2: We are

committed to giving you regular updates and improvements to Yoono - our latest release includes these

great new features: - Steam filters you can hide individual friends or apps to prevent them from showing

in your Yoono Updates stream - Integrated Twitter Search view and save twitter search results and get

notifications when new results are available - MySpace Sharing - now you can simultaneously share with

MySpace as well - Google translate for tweets (handy with Twitter search results) - Fixed Facebook chat

presence issue - Hashtags (#) in tweets now linked to Twitter search results - Image previews for Yfrog

shared images - Bug fixes ALSO NEW FROM YOONO YOONO DESKTOP! We are also very excited to

announce Yoono Desktop everything you love about Yoono as a standalone desktop client. Available as

a beta for Windows and Mac at yoono.com/desktop_features.html . Give it a try! WHAT PEOPLE ARE

SAYING ABOUT YOONO: The Social Network Plugin Youve Been Waiting For -Techcrunch- Yoono now

offering an elegant solution to social networking clutter -Webware- See what users are saying at:

search.twitter.com/search?q=yoono Available for Windows, Mac and Linux. Yoono's mission is to help

you stay connected to your friends and family, discover cool new stuff, and allow you to easily share and

discuss your discoveries with the people you care about. We've been around since 2005 but honestly we

feel like we're just getting started! We have a management team with experience from companies such as

Netscape, AOL, eBay, and Yahoo!, a world class development team and a refrigerator that sometimes

has cold beverages. Yoono is funded by AGF Private Equity, one of France's leading venture capital



investors. Pascal Josselin, CEO and co-founder Prior to founding Yoono, Pascal was founder and

co-president of an innovative performance-driven marketing Agency in Paris, CRM Company Group,

which he took public on the French stock exchange. Previously Pascal was in charge of European

Operations at Fi System, a major public European Web Agency, where he was also a member of the

Board of Directors. While at Fi System, he was responsible for 5 countries and was an active participant

in the European "web revolution" from 1999 to 2002. Pascal started his career as a founding member and

President of a leading independent DM Agency which was acquired by Fi System in 1999. Pascal

graduated from ESC Rouen, graduate school of management. In his spare time, Pascal wishes he had

more spare time. Laurent Querel, CTO and co-founder Prior to co-founding Yoono, Laurent served as the

CTO for iomedio where he helped design software for companies who published directories to the web.

He began his career as a development engineer with Fi System, integrating specialized services on the

Web. Promoted to technical consultant, he became a recognized expert in distributed architecture and

application servers. Laurent graduated from EPITA (computing and engineering college, France) with a

degree in Artificial Intelligence and also holds a Master's degree in Artificial Intelligence from Universite

Pierre et Marie Curie. Laurent doesn't like to skip dessert. Regan Fletcher, VP Business Development

Over the past seven years, Regan has built Sales and BizDev teams for three startups, all of which had

successful exits. Bitpipe and KnowledgeStorm were each acquired by TechTarget in separate

transactions and Right Media was acquired by Yahoo!. Regan joined Yoono in 2007 to oversee business

partnerships from the San Francisco office. Regan graduated with a degree in Economics from Princeton

University, where he also played varsity hockey. Regan has accumulated over a dozen concussions so

his wife very much wishes he would leave his hockey days behind him. Todd Pringle, VP Product

Marketing Todd has worked at consumer focused internet companies large and small for the last decade.

Prior to joining Yoono, he ran Product Management for AirPlay, a start up which produces mobile and

web based versions of play along as you watch live TV games for the NFL, NBA, Deal or No Deal,

Jeopardy, Big Brother, and more. Previously Todd worked in various senior product roles at eBay

(Personalization, Digital Goods & Strategic Partnerships), AOL (Digital Music, Video, and Instant

Messaging), and Netscape, where he was the product manager for the Netscape browser. In a previous

life, he was a Lieutenant in the US Navy. Todd graduated magna cum laude from UCLA with a degree in

Business Economics and holds an MBA from the Stanford Graduate School of Business. Todd owns 12



pairs of Puma sneakers (at last count). Guillaume Thonier, VP Engineering Guillaume worked for over 5

years for Stanford and NASA developing advanced network protocols for use in the International Space

Station. In 2005, he founded Wambo, a VC backed company focused on building a next-generation

distributed data storage system. Guillaume graduated from Ecole Polytechnique in France and holds a

Master of Science with Distinction in Research in Computer Science from Stanford University. When he is

not working late hours at Yoono, Guillaume can be seen on a racetrack driving a Lotus Elise with a

serious attitude problem. Tags: stay connected * connect to all your social networks and never miss

another status update from friends or family. you're connected wherever you are on the web. * update

your status across all, yoono is a powerful but easy to use sidebar for firefox. yoono helps you simplify

your online social life by connecting you to facebook myspace twitter flickr friendfeed aim yahoo im and

mor, yoono's mission is to help you stay connected to your friends and family discover cool new stuff and

allow you to easily share and discuss your discoveries with the people you care about
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